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Fibrox Technology LP Receives UL Certification on Product Line  
Fibrox 300 Product Used in Spray Wool and Acoustical Installations  

 

 MILLWOOD, WV (July 27, 2015) --- As part of an ongoing effort to broaden the 

markets for its mineral wool products, Fibrox Technology, LP, recently received 

certification from Underwriters Laboratories, LLC for their Fibrox 300 product. 

 The product, sold under the private label, Dendamix, is used in spray wool 

applications for acoustical installations and fire-proofing sold by Fibrox customer 

American Sprayed Fibers Inc. 

 “Receiving this UL certification is just one of the ways that we work with our 

customers to provide the products they need to their exact specifications,” says Fibrox 

President Russ Craig. “Additionally, having this certification enables us to work with 

potential customers who require the type of testing and investigation UL does for 

components to their products.”    

Manufactured in Millwood, West Virginia, Fibrox 300 is made by melting by-

product slags in a state-of-the-art electric arc furnace. Then, through a complex 

process, the molten product is spun into clean, synthetic mineral fibers that boast a 

versatile temperature operating range. An excellent alternative to ceramic refractory, 

glass, aramid and other mineral wool products, Fibrox 300 is used in chimney 

insulation, high temperature gaskets, composite reinforcement applications (friction 

materials, coatings, FRP, etc.), asphalt reinforcement, refractory products (high 

temperature paper, blankets and vacuum-formed shapes), soil conditioning and 

hydroponics. 

UL is a global independent safety science company with more than a century of 

expertise innovating safety solutions from the public adoption of electricity to new 

breakthroughs in sustainability, renewable energy and nanotechnology. Dedicated to 

promoting safe living and working environments, UL helps safeguard people, products 

and places in important ways, facilitating trade and providing peace of mind. 
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Fibrox Receives UL Certification/2 

 

Fibrox Technology LP is a manufacturer of technical grade and high purity 

mineral fiber products.  Founded in the early 1990s by the Hampson family in Thetford 

Mines, Quebec, Canada, Fibrox produces a range of commodity and specialty mineral 

fibers used in a variety of industrial and commercial applications including heat 

shielding, high temperature gaskets and seals, thermal insulation, acoustic insulation, 

fire protection barriers, chimney insulation, composite reinforcement applications, 

refractory products (high temperature paper), mat and vacuum formed shapes, 

horticultural products, asphalt reinforcement (SMA) and fire logs for gas fireplaces.  

Fibrox products are sold throughout the world by a dedicated group of distributors and  

agents.  For more information, call 604-262-6782 or visit www.fibrox.com.  
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